Make your own
Christmas Wrapping Paper
Activity Sheet by DCCI Education Panel Member Deirdre Deegan
Part 2 - Mirrored repeat pattern – 2 options using 6 x 6 grid (36 tiles)

As we already learned in Part 1 of this activity, patterns work in a
grid system. This time you will be using a grid of 6 x 6 tiles on an A4 page,
that you can download and print to help you figure out your pattern.
If you want to you can measure and draw the grid yourself to whatever
size you need – IHere we use a grid with tiles that measure 3x5cm each.
6X6 Grid

As we did in Part 1 we need to think about the grid one tile
at a time. It is the image/motif within this tile that will be
repeated. We have used tracing paper to draw out the size of
one tile.
6X6 Grid

Inside this tile Iwe have drawn an image, a Christmas Stocking.
This time the image is not symmetrical, and it touches the
top and bottom of the tile. You will see later the difference this
can make for linking your pattern. Try to get your image to touch
at least one side of the tile.
6X6 Grid

To test out the different options of doing a repeat pattern, that is
mirrored, use the printed grid sheet instead of a blank page.
Repeat the stocking image along the first row without
any mirroring.
6X6 Grid
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For the second row mirror the stocking image straight down
without reversing it so that the toes on each row are touching.

6X6 Grid

Now skip a row on the grid and try a different kind of mirrored
repeat pattern. This time do a reverse image of the stocking on
the top row by turning over the tracing paper.
Then mirror the top row down so that the little loop of the
stockings are touching between the two rows.
6X6 Grid

Experiment with your image and see how many different
options for creating a pattern you can come up with.

See the shapes that are created around the stockings in
the empty space (the negative space). Using a new piece
of tracing paper, trace this mirrored tile with 4 stockings
in it together so that you can use this on your blank sheet
of paper.

Now use this newly traced tile with 4 stockings to repeat the
pattern in rows on the blank page, turning the tracing paper as
you go to transfer the image.
Remember to include the lines around your tile as it will help
you to keep your pattern straight.
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This process is repeated until the entire page is covered.
This is a much more complex pattern now that is suggesting
very interesting shapes.

Next, choose the colours you would like to use and return
to your gridded page to test out some colours

6X6 Grid

Experiment with different variations of red, white and green
including some stripes. Use a black pen to outline the shapes.

6X6 Grid

Here we selected a red and green stocking with a white trim and started
to add these colours to the sheet without the gridded lines.
Use a black pen to outline the shapes.
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Where the toes meet there is a suggestion of a circle
shape, here you could draw a a small red diamond shape in the
centre. With your own patterns look out for what shapes
are created when the image is linked together. Maybe you can
add something else in this empty space to develop your
design even more.

Continue adding colours until the entire page is complete.
You can also create patterns on coloured paper instead
of just white. You could photocopy the page and then
you would have a supply of your very own unique designs
to use as Christmas wrapping paper.
The page can also be folded to make a small present box.
See the origami box instruction worksheet for instructions
on how to do this.
Have fun creating your patterns.
Happy Christmas.

